Report of the Development of Tropical Storm/Hurricane Tomas – by David G. Brooks
Preamble:
The development of this weather system was indeed faster than the norm for tropical systems including the time of year that it occurred,
however there are many indicators and the lack of certain data that cannot be ignored and should have triggered official decisions at a
much earlier point in time than actually occurred with regard to Barbados.
Note: All times will be quoted as Local/AST [GMT/UTC/Z - 4 hours] unless otherwise noted. I have also approximated Knots to MPH
(mph) or a nearest range.

Initial Stages:
What was to become Tomas was a Surface Trough along the coast of West Africa which was introduced as a Tropical Wave in the 2:05
AM Tropical Weather Discussion (TWDAT) for October 25, 2010, so I will continue with this in twenty-four (24) hour steps or less as
deemed necessary and any supporting data or imagery as close as possible (time to the nearest hour, unless otherwise noted) …
Day 1:

2010-10-25 2 AM AST

(Monday)

Tropical Wave initially analyzed along 10N 21W to 4N 26W, emerging from the above mentioned Surface Trough.
Day 2:

2010-10-26 2 AM AST

(Tuesday)

Tropical Wave analyzed along 12N 29W to 3N 33W moving West between 20-25 mph and was embedded within the Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and within a broad mid level cyclonic rotation. See Satellite Image 1.

Satellite Image 1: GOES-13 IR – 2010-10-26
Day 3:

2010-10-27 2 AM AST

(Wednesday)

00:15Z

(8:15 PM Tuesday Night)

Tropical Wave extends from 12N 34W 7N 38W to 2N 40W moving West between 15-20 mph. Wave remains embedded within a broad
mid level cyclonic curvature.
Much later in the day (3) 8 AM AST
A vigorous Tropical Wave extends from 13N 40W to a Surface Low near 6N 43W to 1N 45W moving West at about 14 mph. The
Wave remains as a broad cyclonic perturbation within the ITCZ region ... Satellite derived winds indicate broad cyclonic turning along
the wave axis … An Upper Level Anticyclone centered near 9N 43W is providing an upper level diffluent environment surrounding
the wave and is likely enhancing the ongoing convection. Environmental conditions appear somewhat favorable for some slow
development of this system during the next couple of days. See Satellite Image 2.
Also note as I had been watching this area for several weeks, as a number of ‘systems’ got to this point in the Tropical Atlantic started
to look organized and then other climatic conditions caused them to fizzle out in one way or the other, because the Sea Surface
Temperatures (SST’s) here were the highest in the Atlantic region and higher than normal.

Satellite Image 2: GOES-13 IR – 2010-10-27
Day 4:
2010-10-28 8 PM AST (Thursday)

22:45Z

(6:45 PM on Wednesday Evening)

[Still] A Vigorous Tropical Wave extends from 14N 49W to a Surface Low near 8N 51W to 3N 52W moving West at about 14 mph. The
wave remains as a broad cyclonic perturbation within the ITCZ region... Satellite derived winds indicate broad cyclonic turning along the
wave axis. Enhancement of the stronger ongoing convection is due to upper level diffluence provided by a Broad Upper Level
Anticyclone centred near 10N 50W.
This system continues to show signs of organization ... and environmental conditions appear to be favorable for gradual development of
this disturbance during the next couple of days. There is a medium chance of this system becoming a Tropical cyclone during the next
48 hours. Regardless of development...this system is expected to bring locally heavy rainfall and strong gusty winds to the Windward
Islands ... Venezuela...and northern portions of Guyana during the next couple of days. See Satellite Image 2.
I add the following that I posted my web site a couple hours before this …
Weather Synopsis & Forecast
===========================
(This is for guidance only - do not make serious decisions based on this, please check with local Metrological authorities first!)
====================================================================
BARBADOS, West Indies Lat: 13.1º N
Long: 59.6º W
====================================================================
Thursday, October 28, 2010 at 06:00 PM Local Time [UTC/GMT –04:00]
====================================================================
It would seem that this area of Disturbed Weather has all the looks of being a Tropical Depression, if not a T. Storm even though
minimal at this time.
What is certain is that it continues to get much better organised and has an extensive cloud pattern in all directions and a reasonable
amount of moisture likewise - i.e. no or little threat of dry air getting into it at this time.
Satellite fix based on animated Visible and IR imagery would put the centre of circulation near 9.5N 51.5W heading WNW around 15
mph.
The system should begin to affect Barbados and the others islands by Friday evening and throughout most of Saturday.

Satellite Image 3: GOES-13 IR – 2010-10-28
22:45Z
(6:45 PM Thursday Evening)
A pass from the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) satellite which measures sea surface winds would seem to support the location of
the Surface Low from earlier in the day of the 28th., but also notice the wide gaps between the scanned areas.

The next pass, later in the night of the 28th. (Thursday), would seem to vindicate this further …

Essentially it is between 6-7N near 54W … way south of even Trinidad far less Barbados, or so it seemed.
Yet the satellite presentation shows a mid to upper level centre much further to the north of this position. Oddly it has been widely
mentioned in past storm and hurricane discussions over the years, so I do not need to quote the evolving theory, that developing
systems will tend to have an surface level circulation in one place but if major convection burst occurring elsewhere are sustained, the
surface circulation will either shift or otherwise form under the main convection. In other words, the upper level and lower level centres
of circulation where not aligned vertically – like tornado twister if you will but on a much larger scale.

This is not new information on tropical storm and hurricane development, so the question is why did the NHC not decide to err on the
side of caution and at least raise this Vigorous Tropical Wave to Tropical Depression stage, at least by 11 PM on the 28th. – i.e. late
Thursday night?
Atlantic Floating Buoy

Day 5:

2010-10-29 8 AM AST

(Friday)

[Now ONLY] A Tropical Wave extends from 14N 53W through a 1006 MB Surface Low near 9N 54W to the coast of South America
near 6N 53W moving WNW about 20 mph. Wave remains embedded within a Broad Cyclonic Circulation and with abundance of
Tropical Moisture is producing large clusters of scattered moderate/strong covering the area from 7N -14 between 48W – 58W.
Environmental conditions appear favourable for gradual development and a Tropical Depression could form during the next couple of
days. There is a high chance of this system becoming a Tropical Cyclone during the next 48 hours.
Comment:

There are a couple things that strike me as being odd or slightly out of place for a standard Tropical Weather Discussion
…
As noted in square parenthesis above … why just “A Tropical Wave …” after all the “Vigorous Tropical Wave” talk in the
last couple of days, and the cloud pattern at this point on Friday morning was even more impressive and indicative of the
already formation of a Tropical Depression, if note minimal Tropical Storm, and the Hurricane Hunter was if not already in
it, was close to doing so.
“… a Tropical Depression could form during the next couple of days [i.e. 48 hours]” and the next sentence … “There is a
high chance of this system becoming a Tropical Cyclone during the next 48 hours.” I know loosely speaking the word
cyclone is a generic term, but not necessarily used for Depressions and usually more reserved for Tropical Storm through
Hurricane, Typhoon, etc.

Then at the 2 PM Tropical Weather Discussion there is still only talk of a Tropical Wave, and most notable no
[further] mention of the possibility or high chance of a Tropical Depression nor Cyclone developing – this aspect

is conspicuously absent from what was mentioned just 6 hours before. By this time Trinidad & Tobago have shutdown
and anyone watching the satellite imagery is wondering, what are they waiting on? Most of us were asking this question
since late last (Thursday) night. In addition, the Hurricane Hunter was well into its mission by this time, but did it go to the
right place initially?

Just 3 hours later we get basically what most have been expecting for hours now …

TROPICAL STORM TOMAS ADVISORY NUMBER 1
NWS TPC/NATIONAL HURRICANE CENTER MIAMI FL AL212010
500 PM AST FRI OCT 29 2010
…THE NINETEENTH NAMED STORM OF THE SEASON FORMS SOUTHEAST OF THE
WINDWARD ISLANDS…TROPICAL STORM WARNINGS ISSUED…
SUMMARY OF 500 PM AST…2100 UTC…INFORMATION
———————————————LOCATION…11.1N 57.5W
ABOUT 200 MI…320 KM SE OF BARBADOS
ABOUT 290 MI…470 KM ESE OF ST. VINCENT
MAXIMUM SUSTAINED WINDS…40 MPH…65 KM/HR
PRESENT MOVEMENT…WNW OR 295 DEGREES AT 17 MPH…28 KM/HR
MINIMUM CENTRAL PRESSURE…998 MB…29.47 INCHES
WATCHES AND WARNINGS
——————–
CHANGES WITH THIS ADVISORY…
THE GOVERNMENT OF BARBADOS HAS ISSUED A TROPICAL STORM WARNING FOR
BARBADOS…AND ST. VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES.
…
Note the next satellite image which is a couple hours later than when this advisory was issued.

Satellite Image 4: GOES-13 IR – 2010-10-29

22:45Z

(7:45 PM Thursday Evening)

From that satellite image shown above, one can see, along with official NHC position fixes at that time, that Tomas’ centre may have
started to be within Radar scope range from Barbados had its radar been fully operational and calibrated properly for the deep tropics.
Granted at that range the radar would only be viewing the upper levels, but this would have more relevant since Tomas’ upper level
circulation had been well to the north of the lower (sea-level) circulation, which from satellite images seemed to aligning itself with the
upper centre and moving northward – the lower level steering currents (for such weak systems) certainly showed this as a reality,
including the 500 MB (~18,000 feet/5500m) level which tends to be the one for more mature systems.
From that satellite image shown above, one can see, along with official NHC position fixes at that time, that Tomas’ centre may have
started to be within Radar scope range from Barbados had its radar been fully operational and calibrated properly for the deep tropics.
Granted at that range the radar would only be viewing the upper levels, but this would have more relevant since Tomas’ upper level
circulation had been well to the north of the lower (sea-level) circulation, which from satellite images seemed to aligning itself with the
upper centre and moving northward – the lower level steering currents (for such weak systems) certainly showed this as a reality,
including the 500 MB (~18,000 feet/5500m) level which tends to be the one for more mature systems.

Radar Imagery
Radar from the Barbados Radar Site at Castle Grant, St. Joseph but obviously not working properly nor calibrated or else we should
have got better warning from the evening before when it would have been in range. Essentially the image and its data is useless ... the
system reported shuts down shortly after this was captured. It had been installed and operational for two (2) years now, since last
2008 (the 3-year warranty runs out in late 2011), yet it is of no use to us in Barbados or the Windward Islands.

Martinique's Radar showing how they could pick up Tomas at even near their extended range (same as ours). Note how big the eyewall is. It nearly cover the entire island.

And it passes through the islands ...

